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ing and corner identification. A common characteristic of these implementations is a parameter selection process. We present an integrated logic programming environment which provides a variety of image process operations. The capability of parameter selection through backtracking and unification is described. Extensions to the existing implementation with respect to higher level image understanding are discussed.

Index Terms—Contour tracking, corner detection, image processing, Prolog, truth maintenance, unification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information extracted from images may be stored in a multilevel knowledge representation structure. Image operations at each level within this structure use knowledge derived from operators at the levels below [14]. Object identification, for example, involves knowledge-based shape attribute operators, which in turn use differential edge detectors.

Of particular interest in this correspondence are contour tracking and corner detection. These operations are quite useful in most vision and image understanding tasks, providing shape information with attributes to higher level operators [15]-[17], [19]. Corner detection may be parameterized to provide different behaviors, depending on the understanding task. By performing these operations within a logic programming environment, it is possible to calibrate the parameters of the lower level operations with backtracking. Logic programming additionally offers the opportunity to combine image processing functions by AND/OR pruning predicates.

This correspondence deals primarily with corner detection and contour tracking, in that higher level scene understanding or classification implemented within the same environment are described elsewhere in detail [20].

II. ENVIRONMENT

To integrate image processing with logic programming, an interface is used between an Imaging Technology/ITEX 200 Image Processor and a MicroVAX based Quintus Prolog package. Using this interface, basic image operators are defined as predicates, which are then combined to form composite predicates. To investigate corner identification, predicates are defined at various levels for edge detection, object labeling, contour tracking, and corner detection.

A perspective view of a car is used as sample data. This image shows three windows which were the objects from which the contours and corners were extracted [Fig. 1(a)]. Applying predicates to perform low-pass filtering and binary thresholding results in the image shown in Fig. 1(b).

III. LOWER LEVEL OPERATORS

Extraction of useful information begins with low-level operators for object labeling and edge detection [5], [18]. Here, we do not deal in detail with the selection of a specific thresholding or edge detection algorithm, in that several standard procedures are available, and choices are specified through suitable logic or predicates. Object labeling is done on a line-by-line basis, first identifying all subobjects, then clustering the neighboring regions. The line-labeling procedure assigns unique pixel values to each object, and provides information about each object's area and centroid; it is nonetheless fast because of its line-by-line decomposition.

The line-labeling predicate, augmented with object size filters, generates the image in Fig. 1(c). A variety of edge detection algorithms is provided in the ITEX library; these were included as predicates in the Prolog interface. Fig. 1(d) shows the result of applying a Sobel edge detection predicate to the labeled image.

IV. CONTOUR TRACKING

Object contours form a basis for shape description. Contour tracking from a set of edge points is typically tackled by a combination of edge linking, polygonal approximation, thinning, and neighborhoods to a contour element [16]-[19]. A contour is stored by encoding the direction from one edge element to its neighbor, using an eight-valued Freeman chain code scheme. To generate object contours, an image which has already been processed by one of the edge detection predicates is recursively processed as follows.

The current edge element is surrounded in a three-element X three-element window, and these neighboring pixels are checked to locate one which is part of the detected edge. The search for a neighbor in this matrix of edges is guided by the straight line assumption, meaning that the first location checked is the one which would continue the direction of the edge in a straight line. If that location does not lie on the edge being traced, the location on either side, one chain code value away, is checked; if necessary, locations two and then three chain code values away are checked.

Recursion continues until the contour is closed or until all pixels on the edge have been checked. In the latter case, if the contour is not closed, the routine has the capability of closing it by recursively measuring the direction from the current pixel to the contour origin and choosing the neighbor closest to the measured direction. The distance over which the routine is permitted to close a contour may be adjusted, although the current perimeter length should be considered (e.g., Perimeter/10). Fig. 2 shows an example of a contour generated by this predicate.

V. CORNER DETECTION

Shape attributes are analyzed by scanning a contour for pronounced changes in direction. When such a change is encountered, a corner is identified, and the search resumes for the next corner. The general procedure is to scan the entire contour, using a scanning window, the width of which is one pixel (since it contains segments of the contour) and the length of which is specified as an input parameter (SCAN). Corners are considered to be line endpoints, and the number of lines (corners) found is returned (LINE-COUNT), as well as the position and slope of each line.

The algorithm implemented applies the difference of slopes approach to the chain-coded contour [1]. Corners are detected by moving the scanning window around the contour, one pixel at a time. The scan window is split in half, and each pixel in the first half is compared to the corresponding pixel in the second: the comparison in this case is the difference of the two chain codes (Fig. 3). These differences are summed over all pixel pairs in both half windows, and the sum, normalized for scan window length, is compared to a threshold. A turn in the contour is found when this
where the corners are those on buildings, roads, parking lots, and runways [21]; this is already known [12] to be an area which depends crucially on top-down refinement and consistency adjustment to allow for feedback.

- Classification of car types in a road scene with several vehicles [20]; this extends the approach below with object-oriented Prolog object class libraries, and by context-sensitive logic predicates implementing the classification by suitable backtracking and constrained parameter unification.

A. Unification of Parameters

Consider first Prolog's inherent backtracking capability; other types of constrained search strategies in Prolog are discussed in Section VI-C when higher level image understanding is carried out and embodies corner detection. If an image analysis predicate cannot be satisfied with the given arguments, Prolog can try alternate combinations by varying the (unbound) arguments. This feature is exploited, for example, in the specification of SCAN (the parameter describing scan window length). The length of the scan window is important because of its direct relation to the degree of smoothing it imposes on the contour [2]. Rather than supply SCAN as an argument, the user may instead define a valid set of possible values; Prolog will then try one value at a time, either returning results for each valid scan length or halting when a desired result is obtained. As another example, consider the \( k \) parameter (threshold coefficient). Selecting an appropriate threshold is central to effective corner detection [3], [4]. But if a valid set of possible \( k \) values is defined, Prolog will try different values from among this set, returning results for each \( k \) until backtracking halts. Furthermore, if multiple parameter values are variable predicate inputs, then the Prolog unification will generate them, and return these alternatives for analysis by higher level predicates, e.g., selection of windows for labeling and corner detection. This higher level analysis of intermediate, alternative unifications gives Prolog the capability of incrementally identifying multiple parameter values. Such an approach has been applied in production rule-type image analysis [5].

Even greater generality is possible when another facet of Prolog is considered: predicate arguments are neither strictly inputs nor strictly outputs. Input parameters are simply those which are bound to a value when the predicate is evaluated; output parameters are those which acquire values through unification. The implication of this for corner detection is that the behavior of the predicate depends on which (if any) of the arguments are bound (input) and which are free (output).

For example, in our initial discussion of the corner detection predicate, it was assumed the SCAN and \( k \) are input and LINECOUNT an output. This need not be the case. If, for example, LINECOUNT were specified as 4 and SCAN were left unbound, the predicate would determine the proper scan window length to use in order to fit a four-sided polygon to the contour. In fact, both SCAN and LINECOUNT may be left unbound, in which case Prolog's backtracking would find pairs of scan window lengths and the number of lines found. The threshold coefficient \( k \) may also be unspecified for that matter. If the aim were to identify all six-sided objects, only LINECOUNT would be fixed, leaving the calibration of SCAN and \( k \) to Prolog's internal mechanisms. As another example, with a short scan window and low threshold, the predicate behavior would generate a line segment approximation to the contour [6].

The use of logic programming in conjunction with the image operations just described provides significant gains in functionality. This section will be centered around an application voluntarily selected to be simple, to allow for a better understanding of the workings of the Prolog-controlled corner detection of Section V. Other more complex scenes processed in the same way include the following:

- Extraction of cartographic features from airborne imagery where the corners are those on buildings, roads, parking lots,
B. Search for Object

Throughout this discussion, one argument to the contour and corner detection predicates was not explained for purposes of clarity. This argument, OBJECTNUM, specifies a pixel value which uniquely identifies one object in the image to be processed (each object, remember, was assigned a unique pixel value by the line-labeling procedure described earlier). By restricting the processing to a single object, an image may be filtered, one object at a time. The filtering may, for example, retain only those objects which can be identified as four-sided polygons: filtering behavior depends, once again, on the configuration of the corner detection predicates arguments. A corner extraction method described in [7] generates widely varying results when different combinations of edge criteria (filters) are applied. Other behaviors are possible, depending on the test; logic programming provides a means of making such operations knowledge-based.

There is also an implication for contour tracing in that the selection of scale factors for smoothing can be based, for example, on contour size [8]. The logic programming environment thus could link the contour parameters (e.g., chain code resolution, pixel sampling interval) to the object shape being searched for.

The notion of searching for objects may be extended to regions. Cruse et al. describe the use of Prolog in selecting regions possessing particular combinations of attribute values [9]. Further, searching may operate simultaneously on both objects and regions. A Prolog-based image analysis system presented in [10], for example, applies target classification (object search) and maneuver detection (region search) to the threat assessment problem. Predicates easy to implement on the basis of those described in Section VI-1 are

- list of open contours, having n corners of target angle \( \theta \)
- list of closed contours, having n corners of target angle \( \theta \)
- area of closed contour
- predicates expressing allowed transformations of contours with corner and endpoints, in view of changes of camera-to-scene perspective
- attention predicates, which turn TRUE if a contour is found in a fixed area of interest in the scene, and which return the attribute list and the position of that contour
- ambiguity generation predicates, which transform a contour with a property list into another one with a different property list.

C. Truth Maintenance

When object classification is considered (although it is outside the scope of this paper), the “freeze”,” “dif” delayed evaluation predicates on class allocation hypotheses will in turn allow for feedback-constrained parameter propagation down to the corner-finding predicates. Feature information derived from corner detection operations may appear in higher level predicates to form hierarchical, recursive object descriptions [10]. And if a more involved inference procedure is used, the image analysis predicates, very powerful tools become easily available. A truth maintenance system may be employed by properly constraining selected predicates and by eliminating objects no longer satisfying those constraints.

Continued work in this area will examine ways to combine logic programming-based image operators with scene understanding. Alternative unifications of parameters, generated by backtracking, may be analyzed by higher level image understanding predicates. Our work thus far suggests the gains achievable by straightforward application of logic programming. Incorporation of knowledge-based inference procedures promises to demonstrate greater improvements at multiple levels of the scene understanding hierarchy.

VII. CONCLUSION

The added functionality which logic programming lends to standard image operators, specifically such as contour tracking and corner detection, is the focus of this paper. We have described an environment for implementing low-level imaging operations with Prolog predicates. Within this environment, higher level image predicates (contour tracking and corner detection) are constructed. Our emphasis is not to build better corner detectors per se, but to present ways of exploiting the unification and backtracking features of logic programming for these tasks. Corner detection is used as an example of image operation, both because of its usefulness in general image understanding tasks, and because its behavior is strongly influenced by the selected parameters. The performance of this implementation of contour tracking and corner detection has been very good in many more complex images, as it allows for feedback both ways between sensory input and symbolic models.

More importantly, still, is this parameter selection capability in a dynamic version where background properties change. The search control also allows us to abide by speed constraints in a dynamic way.

We have presented examples of Prolog predicates to perform the contour and corner detection operations. These predicates include numerous arguments, and the roles of unification and backtracking in helping determine appropriate values for these arguments is discussed. Manipulating predicate parameters creates a filtering behavior which can be used to search images for desired objects. Finally, a truth maintenance system may be employed by properly constraining selected predicates and by eliminating objects no longer satisfying those constraints.

Our work thus far suggests the gains achievable by straightforward application of logic programming. Incorporation of knowledge-based inference procedures promises to demonstrate greater improvements at multiple levels of the scene understanding hierarchy.
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Speaker Adaptation in a Large-Vocabulary Gaussian HMM Recognizer

P. KENNY, M. LENNIG, AND P. MERMELSTEIN

Abstract—This correspondence is concerned with the problem of using a small amount of speech data to adapt a set of Gaussian HMM's that have been trained on one speaker to recognize the speech of another. We experimented with a phoneme-dependent spectral mapping for adapting the mean vectors of the multivariate Gaussian distributions, which is analogous to the confusion matrix method that has been used to adapt discrete HMM's and a heuristic for estimating covariance matrices from small amounts of data. Our best results were obtained by training the mean vectors individually from the adaptation data and using the heuristic to estimate distinct covariance matrices for each phoneme.

Index Terms—Confusion matrix method, multivariate Gaussian hidden Markov model, probabilistic spectral mapping, smoothing, speaker adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are studying the design of a speaker-dependent isolated word recognizer with a very large vocabulary. The recognizer is phoneme-based, with each phoneme being represented by a left-to-right HMM [1]. We have found that Markov models with multivariate Gaussian output distributions give better performance than those having discrete distributions defined on a VQ codebook [2]. When phonemes are modeled using unimodal Gaussian HMM's, the performance of our recognizer saturates when the training data are somewhere between 1000 and 2000 words (depending on the speaker) [3]. Speakers without a vested interest in our project usually balk at the prospect of uttering this amount of data in isolated word mode.

This correspondence addresses the problem of transforming a set of Gaussian HMM's that have been trained for one speaker (the "old" speaker) to recognize the speech of another (the "new" speaker) using a much smaller amount of adaptation data. The problem of adapting discrete HMM's from one speaker to another has already received considerable attention. The techniques that have proved most successful in this case are essentially sophisticated methods for smoothing the maximum likelihood adaptation of the output probability distributions of the HMM's obtained from a small amount of adaptation data. As such, they cannot be carried over directly to the multivariate Gaussian case, and new approaches have to be developed.

In our system, speech is recorded in a quiet sound booth, low-pass filtered at 7 kHz, and sampled at 16 kHz. A Hamming window with a width of 25.6 ms is applied at 10 ms intervals and a set of 8 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients [4] \((c_0, \ldots, c_8)\) is calculated together with their differences over an interval of four frames \((\Delta c_0, \ldots, \Delta c_8)\). As our feature vector, we use \((c_1, \ldots, c_7, \Delta c_0, \ldots, \Delta c_8)\). (Note that the loudness \(c_0\) is not included.) Accordingly, we approximate a 15-dimensional Gaussian distribution with each transition in the Markov chains underlying the HMM's. The covariance matrices of these distributions are tied across the transitions in each phoneme model. (The reason for this is to ensure that the covariance matrices can be robustly estimated; it also substantially decreases the amount of computation needed for recognition.)

We ignore the problem of adapting the transition probabilities of the Markov chain, and concentrate on the parameters of the output distributions, namely, the mean vectors and covariance matrices. The most straightforward way of adapting the output distributions is to estimate their parameters directly from the adaptation data using the Baum-Welch algorithm, with the old speaker as the starting point. To compensate for the lack of data, it is necessary to find some way of smoothing these estimates. This approach has been found to work quite well for VQ-based recognizers [5], [6], but a more promising approach seems to be to adapt the output distributions collectively using the probabilistic spectral mapping of BBN [7] (also known as the confusion matrix method [8]).

The idea behind this method is to assume that the output distributions in a phoneme model for the new speaker can be obtained from those of the old speaker by a linear transformation:

\[
\mathbf{v'} = \mathbf{M} \mathbf{v}
\]

Our principal contribution is an investigation of an analog of this idea for Gaussian models. Namely, we assume that the means for the new speaker can be obtained from those of the old by translation:

\[
\mu' = \mu + \mathbf{v}_{\text{phone}}.
\]

(Note that these transformations, while similar in spirit, differ substantially in complexity: the vector \(\mathbf{v}\) is specified by 15 parameters, whereas the number of entries in the matrix \(\mathbf{M}\) is the square of the codebook size.) We also give a method for estimating covariance matrices for the new speaker's phoneme models from a limited amount of adaptation data. We tested on a single speaker in developing the adaptation algorithm; results for different speakers are presented in the final section.

II. ADAPTING THE MEAN VECTORS

We first show how the translation vectors \(\mathbf{v}\) in (2) can be estimated from a small amount of adaptation data by a variant of the Baum-Welch algorithm. Thus, we start out with an initial estimate for \(\mathbf{v}\)—the zero vector is the obvious choice—and we iteratively apply the reestimation formula derived below. Each iteration increases the likelihood of the adaptation data, and the procedure terminates when the likelihood has converged.
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